1. The Gwen Alert App
Download app from Apple store or google Play store. Sign up via your mobile phone.
Name (any you give us so this can be a nickname)
Email Address
Mobile Phone #
Submit this and your app is live and ready to use.
This app only works when you are connected to an internet connection via mobile data or a wifi connection. It will not transmit
without this data connection.
Data is transmitted over the internet from the app and your mobile carriers data connection to our server in an encrypted transfer.
(no TOS really explains this in detail that I can find.)
By providing the contact information of an Emergency Contact, you hereby represent that you have all necessary authority and/or
have obtained all necessary consents from each Emergency Contact to enable us to access and use and disclose his/her Data as defined and set forth in the GWEN Alert Privacy Policy. GWEN and its technology partners retain the right, but not the obligation, to
confirm the consent of any Emergency Contact. In the event an Emergency Contact does not confirm his/her consent, Application
Provider may remove the Emergency Contact from your account.
To use the Services, you must register. You agree to: (a) provide true, accurate, current and complete information about yourself
(“Member Data”) and (b) maintain and promptly update the Member Data. You agree that GWEN may use your Member Data to
provide the services that you access or use and as otherwise set forth in these Terms. If you provide any Member Data that is inaccurate or not current, or GWEN has reasonable grounds to suspect that such Member Data is inaccurate or not current, GWEN has
the right to suspend or terminate your account and refuse current or future use of the Services. In consideration of your use of the
Services, you represent that you are not a person barred from receiving services under the laws of any applicable jurisdiction.
You are solely responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of the password associated with your account and for restricting access
to your password, your computer, and your mobile device while logged into the Services. You accept responsibility for all activities
that occur under your account or from your computer and mobile devices. We use reasonable security measures to protect against
unauthorized access to your account. We cannot, however, guarantee absolute security of your account, your Content (as defined
below) or the personal information you provide, and we cannot promise that our security measures will prevent third-party “hackers” from illegally accessing the Services or its contents. You agree to immediately notify GWEN of any unauthorized use of your
account or password, or any other breach of security, and confirm that you understand all risks of unauthorized access to Member
Data and any other information or content you provide to GWEN.
GWEN APP LEGAL INFORMATION REQUEST
The is downloaded via Apple App Store and Google PLAY market.
Name (any you give us so this can be a nickname)
Email Address
Mobile Phone #
5 of your friends names form your contact list.
Video on user request. (This is video is not accessible in an an
account but only by request.)
Data Storage:
We store all the data on Google Firebase with current security
standards. Some provided by google and some we add to for better
security. This includes server monitoring mongrels to watch volume
and traffic to report on any unusual patterns.
Google Firebase is trusted by the following apps. Venmo, LYFT, The New
York Times, NPR to name a few.
https://firebase.google.com/
https://firebase.google.com/terms/
Third Party Use:
We use Twilio to auto send text messages to user contacts.

